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- wise – just – brave – moderate // obedient – diligent – conscientious – humble // faith – hope – love -
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Create Trust and Effectivity with “CoPhy”
Good companies, institutes and foundations have a good value catalogue as part of the earlier so-called
“Company Philosophy” which we now call Corporate or Institutes Philosophy (CoPhy). It is a success creating
and trust building leadership and management tool also for successful global cooperation which helps reducing
transaction costs.

May I suggest accepting our so-called KSG and Primus “CoPhy Sheet” also for the start-up phase of institutes
sponsored by KSG? It was developed by Putzmeister company members in 1988, checked there and updated
every 5 years, now slightly adapted for KSG herself and members of institutes or related corporations like
Wintus and Primus. It can easily be adapted or modified by a team of institute members or academic
corporations as well as to different legal entities. Most leading companies have very similar value catalogues as
the human being is mostly same. So it is easy to adapt our very broad sample to their reality.

- 1. Is it true ? Am I honest ? 2. Is it fair ? 3. Does it serve goodwill and friendship ? 4. Will it be beneficial to all concerned ? -
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Why also for foundations?
Because it specifies or refers to the character “how do we want to be seen” of human corporate members in
general and not only to people in factories like Putzmeister. Please realise the expression “to be seen as” as
essential – compared to the earlier maxim “to be as”. This could be self-illusory or delusive. When applied with
the personal trust-building 5-question code it will begin to become more effective. This issue can be applied for
identifying the attitude of the KSG members, other and related foundations, KS corporations, institutes or
university chairs when sponsored by KSG. Based on their Mission Statement and after ca 1 year, their members
may adapt it to their specific situation as fundament for qualifying their long-term strategies and guidelines.

To understand values
The CoPhy Sheet is an extended value catalogue. It not only indicates the identified 6 values in its headline, but
makes their meaning understandable. So, added in the lower sections, this CoPhy Sheet provides detailed
definition or visible substance of those values, with aspects to realize and recognise meaning and purpose for
the daily together and actions. This needs training from “top-down” to realize understanding, motivation and
discipline to comply with them in daily reality – and it helps to form a likeable character of our members.
(see PM 04022 - Leitbild Triade).

CoPhy Sheet as Leadership Instrument.
This CoPhy Sheet is a governance module ranking in the same level like the mission statement. Derived from
both are the so-called 3-years business strategy and consequent organisational structure and business
planning. Using this also helps to understand the character of people, meaning of how they act or behave
based on what happens every day and learn from it.

Is it effective?
As usual, this value catalogue and the detailed definition in the CoPhy Sheet are periodically checked and
possibly updated or corrected in a members meeting every 5 years. Beyond this – very important – refer to
these items when discussing the usual daily happening practical events and problems. Otherwise this
document will be dead and merely a decorative and not a consciousness creating or respected wall decoration.

Where it comes from: Life experience!
Quite intentionally I have left the bottom line of the original showing: the Putzmeister world. This is where
everything has its origin and where our money and present richdom comes from. In the evolution process I
began to realize the importance and trust based effectivity long after I started in 1958, when I built my first
plastering machine and then founded Putzmeister. Earlier people just did it as the boss wanted and looked at
him. Later with worldwide activities this was gone and had to be partly substituted by such values based
responsibility and trust based corporate governance.
Kindly look and confirm that this document is accepted by your team already from the beginning, and that all
members fully commit to its contents before starting here. Please learn more from the many regular written
instructional and guidance documents like PM, VM, Porga, WD, etc. which are issued by good leadership for
securing efficiency. They must be enriched and so become more effective by following the 5-question trust
code as a code of day to day ethics asking ourselves concerning all what we think and do.

Karl Schlecht

- 1. Is it true ? Am I honest ? 2. Is it fair ? 3. Does it serve goodwill and friendship ? 4. Will it be beneficial to all concerned ? -
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Analog gilt dies für von der KSG gegründete Institute an anderen Unis:

- 1. Is it true ? Am I honest ? 2. Is it fair ? 3. Does it serve goodwill and friendship ? 4. Will it be beneficial to all concerned ? -

